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Abstract

Maximum Residual Energy Path (MREP) routing has been shown an effective routing scheme for energy conser
battery powered wireless networks. Past studies on MREP routing are based on the assumption that the transmi
consumes power, but the receiving node does not. This assumption is false if acknowledgment is required as occurs, fo
in some Bluetooth applications.

If the receiving node does not consume power then the MREP routing problem for a single message is easily
in polynomial time using a simple Dijkstra-like algorithm. We further show in that when the receiving node does co
power the problem becomes NP-complete and is even impossible to approximate with an exponential approximation
polynomial time unless P= NP.
 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Recent advances in wireless technologies, suc
Bluetooth [10], have made it easy and practical
construct an ad hoc network for novel applications
a surveillance network, a wireless tag network
a grocery store, and a sensor network to mon
environment dangerous conditions are just a
examples.
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energy conservation is critical for such a netwo
Routing will play an important role in energy conse
vation. This issue has been studied extensively in
past [1–3,9,11,14–16]. A central part of any routi
study is the definition of the path metric. Some metr
combine both delay and power consumption, wher
others focus on maximizing the system life time a
ignore the delay.

When delay is less a concern than system life,Max-
imum Residual Energy Path(MREP) routing has bee
shown an effective scheme for energy conservation
4]. In MREP routing, the best path is one that ma
imizes the energy of that node on the path with
least energy after sending the message. Previous

.
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on MREP routing concentrated on heuristics for a con-
stant stream of messages to be routed through the net-
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be consumed by sending or acknowledging messages.
We usually just speak of the energy of a node.
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work [2–4], the case of hybrid cost functions that
to balance total energy consumption and energy d
at a single node [12,15], or just studied local ro
ing heuristics in a distributed system [17]. All the
studies have been based on the assumption that s
ing packets requires energy, but receiving packets d
not. In this case, we show that the MREP rout
problem for a single message is reducible to the m
bandwidth path problem and therefore polynom
time solvable using a standard Dijkstra-type algorit
(a similar algorithm is sketched in [2]).

However, the assumption of energy-free recept
is not always justified. Ad hoc networking techno
gies normally include energy-conservation states.
tween two transmissions, nodes in the network m
enter the energy-conservation state (sleeping) s
A sleeping node along the chosen path has to be wa
up first. The process requires a hand-shaking pa
exchanged between the sender and the receiver. S
ing a hand-shaking packet by the receiver will cost
ergy. Another example is if the ad hoc network h
very noisy connections (like an earthquake moni
ing sensor network or a battlefield network), hop-b
hop acknowledgment may be used. For every pa
received, the receiver must send back an acknowl
ment packet. This costs energy. We show that in
case the MREP routing problem for a single mess
is NP-complete and is impossible even to approxim
with an exponential approximation factor in polyn
mial time unless P= NP.

After defining the MREP routing problem in Se
tion 2, we will show in Section 3 that it can b
efficiently solved in networks without acknowled
ment costs by a simple transformation to the m
bandwidth path problem. We then show in Sectio
that the general problem with acknowledgment co
is NP-complete and very hard to approximate.

2. Definitions

We can model the MRE routing problem as follow
Let G = (V ,E) be a directed graph whereV is a set
of vertices (wireless nodes) andE is a set of directed
edges (connections). Initially, each vertexu has a
battery charged withenergyEu � 0. This energy will
-

.

-

With each edgee = (u, v) we associate two cost
the sending costse (or su,v) for sending a messag
along e, i.e., the power used up by the sender wh
transmitting the full message, and theacknowledgmen
costre (or ru,v) for receiving a message, i.e., the pow
used by the receiver to transmit an acknowledgm
message back to the sender. Sending a message
e = (u, v) will reduceEu, the energy ofu, by se,
and it will reduceEv by re . Of course, sending
message is only possible if neither node energ
become negative. Normally,se andre will depend on
the distance between the vertices and on the siz
the message (in our definition we assume all mess
have unit size), but that is not important for our resu

When sending a message from a vertexs to a vertex
t in G we can usually choose between many differ
paths along which we could route the message.
are interested in paths that leave a high energy in
the nodes on the path, i.e., we try to avoid situati
where routing a message would use up all the en
of one node. Otherwise, we might have trouble rout
the next message (the network could even bec
disconnected).

Formally, if we route a message along a p
P = (v1, v2, . . . , vk−1, vk) in G, where v1, . . . , vk
are vertices and(v1, v2), . . . , (vk−1, vk) are edges
then each node onP loses some energy due to t
send and acknowledgment costs. LetRu denote the
residual energyof u after routing the message.
P is simple thenRv1 = Ev1 − sv1,v2, Rvi = Evi −
rvi−1,vi − svi ,vi+1 for i = 2, . . . , k − 1, and Rvk =
Evk − rvk−1,vk . Otherwise,P contains some vertex (o
vertices) several times, and then we have to add u
the send and acknowledgment costs for that vertex
now define theminimum residual energy(MRE) ofP ,
denoted byD(P), to be

D(P)= min
i=1,...,k

{Rvi }.
Note that we can only send a message alongP if

all nodes onP have non-negative residual energy, i.
D(P)� 0. We call such a pathlegal. See Fig. 1 for an
example.

We call a pathoptimal if it has maximum MRE
among all paths that route a message from a g
start vertex to a given end vertex. Routing along
nonsimple path is obviously never a good idea,
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Fig. 1. A routing network. Nodes are labeled by their ener
Outgoing edges are labeled by the send cost along the edge
incoming edges are labeled by the acknowledgment cost. The
P = (s,w,u,x, t) hasD(P )= 1 (with nodex being the bottleneck)
and is therefore legal.

optimal paths are always simple. Our goal is to fi
optimals − t paths.

3. MREPP without acknowledgment costs

3.1. The max-bandwidth problem

In this section we quickly review the max-ban
width problem for graphs with bandwidth constrain
on the edges and its solution. We will present
algorithm that will be used in the next section as
subroutine to solve MREPP without acknowledgm
costs.

LetG= (V ,E) be a directed graph such that as
ciated with each edge(u, v) ∈ E there is abandwidth
b(u, v) � 0. Let P = (v1, v2, . . . , vk−1, vk) be a path
in G. The bandwidthof P is B(P) = min1�i<k b(vi,

vi+1), i.e., the smallest bandwidth among all edges
P (also called thebottleneckof P ). Given s, t ∈ V ,
the max-bandwidth problemis to find a path from
s to t that maximizesB(P). This problem has bee
well studied and it is well known that such a pa
can be found using a simple modification of Dijkstra
shortest path algorithm [5,6]. A good history and d

MREPP (Maximum Residual Energy
tion of this algorithm runs in O(|E| log|V |) time; with
more sophisticated data structures this can be fur
reduced to O(|E| + |V | log|V |) [7].

3.2. Solving MREPP

In this section we describe how to find optim
MRE paths when there are no acknowledgment c
for messages, i.e.,re = 0 for all edgese. To solve this
problem we run the max-bandwidth algorithm fro
the previous section on the graph obtained from
given network by defining the bandwidth of an ed
as the residual energy that would remain in the nod
we used the edge to route the message.

Assume we want to find an optimals − t path,
wheres and t are nodes of the given networkG =
(V ,E). Without acknowledgment costs, the resid
energy of a nodevi on ans − t pathP = (s = v1,

v2, . . . , vk−1, vk = t) isRvi =Evi − svi ,vi+1, for i = 1,
. . . , k − 1, and it isRt = Et for the nodet . We now
transformG into a new graphG′ by adding a new
nodet ′ and a new edge(t, t ′) with bandwidth equa
to Et . For all other edges(u, v) of G′ we define the
bandwidth to beb(u, v)= Eu − su,v . Fig. 2(a) shows
the transformed graph of Fig. 1 (when all acknowle
ment costs are set to zero).

Obviously, there is a one-to-one corresponde
betweens− t paths inG ands− t ′ paths inG′. More-
over, if P is an s − t path inG andP ′ is the cor-
respondings − t ′ path inG′ thenD(P)= B(P ′). For
example, in Fig. 1 the pathP = (s, u, t) hasD(P)= 3
(ignoring the acknowledgment costs), and the co
sponding pathP ′ = (s, u, t, t ′) hasB(P ′)= 3.

To find the max-bandwidth path inG′, we can
use the max-bandwidth algorithm from the previo
section. The tree path froms to t ′ corresponds to th
optimal MRE s − t simple path inG. In Fig. 3 we
summarize the algorithm to compute an optimal M
path for networks without acknowledgment costs.

Problem)
Input: A directed graphG= (V ,E) with vertex energiesEu, and send costssu,v and
acknowledgment costsru,v on the edges(u, v). There are also two distinguished
verticess (source) andt (destination).

Output: An s − t path inG that maximizesD(P) among alls − t pathsP in G.
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the edges.
e

Fig. 2. (a) The network of Fig. 1 with zero acknowledgment costs and residual node energies replaced by bandwidth constraints on
There are several max-bandwidths− t ′ paths of cost 3. One such path iss,u, t, t ′ , with bottleneck(u, t). (b) The max-bandwidth spanning tre
computed by the modified Dijkstra’s algorithm. Note that every path in the tree froms to a nodew is a max-bandwidths −w path.

1. TransformG= (V ,E) intoG′ = (V ′,E′) by adding vertext ′ and edge(t, t ′).
Setb(u, v)=Eu − su,v for edges(u, v) ∈E, andb(t, t ′)=Et .

2. Use a max-bandwidth algorithm to findP ′, a max-bandwidths− t ′ path inG′.
3. ReturnP , thes − t path inG corresponding toP ′.

Fig. 3. Algorithm for solving MREPP in networks without acknowledgment costs.

For example, running the modified Dijkstra algo- a negative literal̄xi is satisfiedif φ(xi)= F . A clause
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the spanning tree in Fig. 2(b). In this tree, the m
bandwidths − t ′ path isP ′ = (s, u, t, t ′) with band-
width B(P ′) = 3. Thus, an optimal MREs − t path
in the graph in Fig. 1 isP = (s, u, t) with D(P) = 3
(ignoring acknowledgment costs).

4. The NP-completeness proof

In this section we show that MREPP is NP-co
plete. We actually show that even deciding whet
there exists a legal routing path between two speci
nodes is NP-complete. Later we will slightly modi
the construction in the proof of the theorem to sh
that approximating MREPP is also very difficult.

We will use reduction from 3-SAT, so we firs
quickly review the 3-SAT problem [8]. An instanc
of 3-SAT is a setU = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} of vari-
ables and aformula which is given as a collectio
C1,C2, . . . ,Cm ⊆ 2U of clauses. A literal is either
a variablexi or its negationx̄i ; in the former case
the literal ispositive, in the latter case it isnegative.
Each clauseCj = {�j,1, �j,2, �j,3} consists of three lit-
erals. Atruth assignmentis a functionφ :U → {T ,F }.
A positive literal xi is satisfiedby φ if φ(xi) = T ,
A formula is satisfiableif there is a truth assignmen
that satisfies all of its clauses. Deciding whether s
an assignment exists is NP-complete.

Theorem 1. MREPP isNP-complete.

Proof. Since we can easily check whether a giv
routing leaves at least a specified minimum resid
energy in the nodes along the routing path, MREP
in NP.

We will prove that MREPP is NP-hard by showin
a polynomial-time reduction from 3-SAT to MREP
That is, given an instance of 3-SAT we will i
polynomial time construct an instance of MREPP t
has a legal path froms to t if and only if the 3-SAT
instance is satisfiable.

We now describe how to transform an instance
3-SAT to an instance of MREPP. Let the formulaF
be given as a set ofm clausesCj = {�j,1, �j,2, �j,3},
for j = 1, . . . ,m, over n variablesx1, . . . , xn. We
construct a directed graph as in Fig. 4. It contains
kinds of gadgets. For each variablexi , i = 1, . . . , n,
we have thevariable gadgetVi (see Fig. 5). In this
gadget, the message can be routed along one of
parallel paths. If the message is routed along the u
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T
Fig. 4. The NP-completeness reduction from 3-SAT. We try to send a message froms to t . This is possible if and only if the given 3-SA
formula is satisfiable. The connections between the gadgetsVi andKj are only indicated.
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Fig. 5. The variable gadgetVi . Routing the message along the upp
(lower) path corresponds to settingxi to T (F ). The dotted line
shows the interaction with clauseCj if that clause contains th
literal xi .

path in the figure then we interpret this as settingxi to
T ; therefore, we call this path thetrue-path. Similarly,
the lower path corresponds to the settingxi = F , so
this path is called thefalse-path.

After the message has passed all the varia
gadgets (and all variables have been assigned a
value) it must be routed through theclause gadgets
Kj , for j = 1, . . . ,m. To satisfy a clause, we mu
route the message through one of three parallel pa
each corresponding to one of the literals of the cla
(see Fig. 6). Each of these paths moves back to a n
in the variable gadget of the respective literal. If t
clause contains the positive literalxi then the clause
gadget connects to the nodevi,j on the false-path an
if the clause contains the negative literalx̄i then the
clause gadget connects to the nodev̄i,j on the true-
path. Choosing the node energies and the send
acknowledgment costs appropriately (we will do t
later), each node in a variable gadget can route
message at most once. Of course, if the formula
satisfiable then we can always route the message a
the path corresponding to the literal in the clause
is true in the satisfying assignment. Thus, the existe
of a satisfying assignment for the formula induc
an s − t routing path through the network. If all th
,

Fig. 6. The clause gadgetKj . If �j,p , for p = 1,2,3, is the variable
xi thenkj,p is the nodevi,j in Vi ; otherwise, it is the nodēvi,j .

nodes have sufficient energy for routing the mess
then this path is also legal. Fig. 7 shows the comp
network for the formula(x1 ∨ x̄2 ∨ x3) ∧ (x̄1 ∨ x̄2 ∨
x3), together with thes − t path corresponding t
the satisfying truth assignmentx1 = T , x2 = F , and
x3 = T .

It remains to show that everys − t path induces
a satisfying assignment for the formula. This can
guaranteed by a clever choice of the node energies
the send and acknowledgment costs for the edges
c � 1 be fixed. For the correctness of our reducti
the actual value ofc is not important. But to ge
a polynomial-time reduction we must restrictc to a
value that can be computed in polynomial time.

All nodes have energy 4c− 1. The edge(s, y1) has
send costss,y1 = 3c and acknowledgment costrs,y1 =
1. The edge(wm, t) also has send costswm,t = 3c and
acknowledgment costrwm,t = 1.

In the variable gadgetsVi , for i = 1, . . . , n, the
incoming edge atyi has acknowledgment cost 1, a
the outgoing edges ofyi have send costsyi ,v̄i,m =
syi,vi,m = 3c − 1 and acknowledgment costryi ,v̄i,m =
ryi,vi,m = 2c. The incoming edges ofzi have send
cost sv̄i,1,zi = svi,1,zi = c and acknowledgment co
rv̄i,1,zi = rvi,1,zi = 1, and the outgoing edge atzi has
send cost 3c− 1. All other edges on the true-path a
the false-path have send costsv̄i,j ,v̄i,j−1 = svi,j ,vi,j−1 =
c and acknowledgment costrv̄i,j ,v̄i,j−1 = rvi,j ,vi,j−1 =
2c, for j =m, . . . ,2. Thus, routing throughVi leaves
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Fig. 7. The network we construct for the formula(x1 ∨ x̄2 ∨ x3)∧ (x̄1 ∨ x̄2 ∨ x3). The dotted line is the legals − t path corresponding to th
satisfying truth assignmentx1 = T , x2 = F , andx3 = T .

residual energyc − 1 in all nodes on the routing path to a true literal. Note that this argument is the rea
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In the clause gadgetsKj , for j = 1, . . . ,m, the

incoming edges ofuj have acknowledgment cost
and the outgoing edges have send costsuj ,kj,1 =
suj ,kj,2 = suj ,kj,3 = 3c − 1. The incoming edges a
wj have acknowledgment costrkj,1,wj = rkj,2,wj =
rkj,3,wj = 1, and the outgoing edges have send c
3c − 1. Thus, routing throughKj leaves residua
energyc− 1 in all nodes on the routing path.

It is now easy to see that there is no legals− t path
that does not correspond to a satisfying assignm
Consider an arbitrary legals − t pathP . P must enter
the gadgetVi at yi , for i = 1, . . . , n, follow either the
true-path or the false-path (because the nodes do
have enough energy to send the message along o
the edges going to a node in a clause gadget), and l
Vi at nodezi . After the last gadgetVn, all nodeszi
have residual energyc − 1, soP cannot pass throug
these nodes again later.

Now P enters the first clause gadgetK1. It can
only follow an edge to a nodev in someVi that was
not used before because the nodes inVi do not have
enough energy to receive and send two message
the same message twice). Fromv, which is either
vi,1 or v̄i,1, the message cannot be routed tozi again
(because the message passed already once througzi ).
So it must go back toK1 from v, i.e., it goes tow1. But
thenP has satisfied clauseC1 becausev corresponds
t
f

r

path) in reverse order.
Fromw1, P enters the second clause gadgetK2.

Again, it must satisfy the clause by choosing an e
to eithervi,2 or v̄i,2 in someVi that corresponds to
true literal. And again, it must immediately return
K2 because otherwise it would have to leaveVi either
via zi or viaw1 (if x1 is also a literal inC1), and these
both cases are not possible. Continuing this argum
we can prove by induction onj = 1, . . . ,m that P
must enterKj at uj and leave it atwj , soP indeed
induces a satisfying assignment for all clauses. A
all nodes onP will have energyc−1 after the routing
so we haveD(P) = c − 1. Thus,P is legal if c is at
least 1.

Finally, we must show that our reduction is polyn
mial-time. Our network has O(nm) nodes and O(nm)
edges that can all be computed in polynomial ti
from the given description of the formula. Als
all edge costs and node energies can be comp
in polynomial time if c = O(2poly(nm)). Choosing
c = 1 actually suffices for the correctness of t
construction. We need other values ofc later in the
proof of non-approximability. ✷

In the proof of the theorem above, some of
edges have a higher acknowledgment than send
If this was not allowed in a more restrictive (b
more realistic) routing scenario we could modify t
construction by adding a new node with energy 4c− 1
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in the middle of each edge, where the incoming edge
has acknowledgment cost 1 and the outgoing edge has
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With another slight modification of the constructio

in the proof above we can also prove that approxim
ing MREPP is very difficult.

Theorem 2. MREPP cannot be approximated with
a factor ofO(2poly(n)) in polynomial time unlessP=
NP, wheren is the number of nodes in the network.

Proof. We prove the theorem by showing that
polynomial-time approximation algorithm for MREP
with an approximation ratio ofρ = O(2poly(n)) would
enable us to solve 3-SAT in polynomial time. We u
essentially the same construction as in the proo
Theorem 1. We just add one more edge froms to t ,
with send cost and acknowledgment cost 4c− 2.

In this network, there always exists a legals − t

path with minimum residual energy 1, namely t
edge(s, t). Another path of minimum residual energ
c exists if and only if the formulaF represented
by the network is satisfiable. Since we could cho
c = 2ρ = O(2poly(n)), any approximation algorithm
for MREPP with approximationρ could decide the
satisfiability ofF . ✷

5. Conclusions

We have shown that MREPP is a very difficu
problem in networks with acknowledgment costs. B
this is only the problem of routing a single messa
What we actually want is a good routing scheme
many messages, either in an online setting (and
we would like to use either competitive analysis
some probabilistic analysis) or in a situation where
have a batch of messages for which we want to
a good routing schedule. Since these problems s
to be rather hard, we might concentrate on find
heuristics that work well in practice.
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